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Social media recordkeeping approaches
Purpose
This Records Advice has been prepared to provide ACT Government employees with guidelines for saving records generated through official ACT Government social media channels. It is intended to help ensure that social media records are managed consistently alongside other types of Territory records. This Records Advice should be read in conjunction with Records Advice No. 71 Social media and recordkeeping requirements, Records Advice No. 72 Social media recordkeeping strategy, Records Advice 74 Social media recordkeeping scenarios and the ACT government’s Social Media Policy.
Recordkeeping approaches
State Records NSW has developed eight social media recordkeeping approaches that are endorsed by the Territory Records Office. Each is briefly explained below:
1: Leave the information where it is: This involves doing nothing with the social media engagement and leaving it in the native application not controlled by the Territory government. Choose this approach if there is no value in the information on the social media channel.  Risks: This approach could result in unacceptable risks as it does not guarantee ongoing accessibility to the business information. There may be business, reporting or legal requirements to retain and access this information into the future.
2: Low level management: This involves capturing regular, scheduled downloads or exports of the social media engagement usually utilising a third party application. Choose this approach to keep simple yet comprehensive records of information on the social media channel.  Risks: Requires human intervention to perform the capture and if a scheduled capture is missed then recordkeeping may be incomplete. The ‘dump’ of data may be difficult to access and interrogate. Many of the third party applications will capture all information each time the download is performed resulting in duplication of information retained.
3: Monitoring-based management: This involves using a monitoring application to capture information about social media engagements and reactions. Choose this approach to only capture social conversations and reactions.  Risks: The monitoring application or tool may not be able to provide a full data export. The tool may only provide machine readable reports. The tool may require additional software to interrogate the reports.
4: Needs-based management: This involves only taking action when specific issues arise. Choose this approach if it is certain that the social conversation is very low-risk. If an identified issue is raised on the channel a different recordkeeping approach would be employed.  Risks: Requires constant monitoring to identify the specific issue/s. Requires an active understanding of social systems and an awareness of when higher risk conversations occur. If the recordkeeping approach is not deployed when required then valuable records will be lost or will be difficult to find.
5: Reporting-based management: This involves the development of documents to report on social media channel activity. Choose this approach if only general metrics about the channel are required.  Risks: Reports only provide general metrics (such as activity and performance) about the channel and do not capture the content of the engagement.
6: Reuse-based management: This involves capturing information from social media channels to be reused into a spreadsheet, database or other searchable and accessible format. Choose this approach if performing lots of transactions on the social media channel and there is the potential for cost, time and performance efficiencies through their reuse.  Risks: Needs to be well-designed so as to meet the expected cost, time and performance efficiencies. Requires full support and engagement from relevant staff. Requires clear guidelines.
7: Accountability-based management: This involves deploying a rigorous approach to recordkeeping around a social media channel. Choose this approach (a) if the Directorate has a higher risk profile and needs to fully account for its public engagement, and/or (b) the channel deals with high risk business operations, includes business and community accountability as part of the engagement or may need accountability or evidentiary proof of the engagement.  Risks: Applications or tools to facilitate this approach can be expensive. A lot of information captured will never be required. Needs to be well-designed and configured to apply appropriate rules for capture and management.
8: Broadcast-based management: This involves capturing social media communication using a specialised broadcasting system. The broadcasting system (which transmits to large numbers of people via multiple social media channels) would be used to manage the records. Choose this approach if it is a business requirement to send large-scale or pre-programmed communication.  Risks: It may not be a straightforward process to extract the necessary information when required or at the end of a system’s life. There are no guarantees that the information maintained in the broadcasting system will remain accessible for as long as required.

For more information
See Records Advice 71 Social media and recordkeeping requirements.
See Records Advice 72 Social media recordkeeping strategy.
See Records Advice 74 Social media recordkeeping scenarios.
To view the social media policy for the ACT government see Social Media Policy.
The complete list of Records Advices is on the internet at http://www.territoryrecords.act.gov.au/recordsadvice.
More detailed information on the ACT Government records management regime may be found in the Territory Records Office Standards http://www.territoryrecords.act.gov.au/standards and the related Territory Records Office Guidelines http://www.territoryrecords.act.gov.au/guidelines.
For advice about tools for capturing social media information, see State Records NSW.
This Records Advice is based upon published advice by State Records NSW.  The Territory’s social media advice was also informed by advice developed by Public Record Office Victoria, Queensland State Archives and National Archives of Australia.


